How to Access and Use your Online Practice Tests
Each online Practice Test consists of multiple-choice questions that are derived from the Study Guide. You receive
immediate feedback for each question to help you understand and remember the material. After finishing a Practice Test
you can generate your Individual Performance Profile that contains Focused Review topics and is linked to content for
further study.

From the NHA Home page, click My Study
Materials.

On the My Study Materials page, locate the
practice test you want to take and then click
Access.

If you have already accessed the test but stopped
before completing it, the test opens at the point
where you left off.
If this is the first time you are accessing the test,
the first question displays.

Your Practice Test consists of multiple-choice
questions. The questions are all covered in your
Study Guide.
Read the question and then select an answer.
You can change your selection as many times as
you want until you submit your answer.
Unlike the Drill questions in your Study Guide,
once you submit an answer on a Practice Test
you cannot change it.
Click SUBMIT ANSWER to view the correct
answer and the answer rationales.
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Practice test questions provide immediate
feedback about the answer you have chosen
(indicated by the selected radio button and gray
My Answer arrow) and why an answer is correct
or incorrect.

When you are finished reviewing the answers
and rationales, click CONTINUE to go to the next
question.
You can click PREVIOUS to view the answers
and rationales for questions you have already
answered, but cannot access the question again
to change your answer.

Click FLAG to skip the current question and
continue to the next.
You can click PREVIOUS to return to the
question at any point in your test or wait until the
end of your test to answer your flagged
questions.

This window displays if you:
o

Click SUBMIT without having selected an
answer

o

Select an answer and then click CONTINUE
instead of SUBMIT.

Click CLOSE to return to the question.
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The Assessment Completed window displays
after you have viewed the answers and rationales
for the last question and click CONTINUE.
If you have flagged any questions, the number of
questions you flagged displays.
Click Review Flagged Questions to return to the
questions you skipped.
Answer a question and click UNFLAG to submit
your answer. Answer all your flagged questions.

When all your flagged questions have been
answered, click Finalize and View Results to
generate your Individual Performance Profile.

Your Individual Performance Profile provides a
summary of your Practice Test results by content
area, including the number of questions you
answered correctly in each content area.

The topics listed for you to review are based on
the Practice Test questions you missed.
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o

Click a Content Area to display the topics for
your further study.

o

Click BEGIN under Focused Review to
access the topics content.

o

Click CLOSE in the upper right corner to
return to My Study Materials.
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You now have some options available from the
My Study Materials page.
Locate the Practice Test and click the associated
Plus + sign.
There will be a Report and Focused Review for
every time you take the test.

On the My Study Materials page, click View
Report to generate an Individual Performance
Profile in PDF format, showing your Practice Test
results broken down by Content Area and listing
all your Topics to Review.

On the My Study Materials page, click Launch
Review to open your Focused Review study
materials.

Go back to the top
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